Diversity in Action Coalition members to contact:
Amanda Grazioso x3712
Louise Tyo x3272
Latesha Fussell x3178
Susan Stebbins x3372

SUNY Potsdam Code of Conduct:
“Conduct that limits or denies equal treatment of another person based on race, religion, gender,” etc. Is prohibited by the campus. “Conduct that interferes or limits the ability of an individual to participate in or benefit from the educational institution’s program or activities are also prohibited.”

Necessary and Sufficient Conditions: (by Karl Rogers, source Wikipedia):
1. Therapist-client psychological contact: Client and Therapist must have a relationship in which each person’s perception of the other is important.
2. Therapist is genuine and can draw on their own experiences to facilitate the relationship.
3. Therapist provides unconditional positive regard, demonstrating acceptance of the client, without judgment, approval, or disapproval.
4. Therapist demonstrates empathic understanding of the client’s frame of reference.
5. The client perceives the therapist’s empathic understanding.

Transcribed by Caron Collins